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transparent purity such as [that] are found in the sketch entitled 'A
Street in Kingston'.—Times.
The ideal statues and groups in this room and the next are scarcely
so interesting as we have sometimes seen.—Times. (As is clearly here
a relative adverb, answering to so; nevertheless the construction can
be theoretically justified, the full form being as we Jwve sometimes seen
groups interesting. But it is very ugly; why not say instead as some
that we have seen ?)
The idiom as who should say must not be used unless the
sentence to which it is appended has for subject a person
to whom the person implied in who is compared. This seems
reasonable, and is borne out, for instance, by all the Shake-
speare passages—a dozen—that we have looked at. The type
is: The cloudy messenger turns me his back, and hums, as
who should say:—&c.
To think of the campaign without the scene is as who should read
a play by candle-light among the ghosts of an empty theatre.—morley.
30. BRACHYLOGY
1.	Omission of a dependent noun in the second of two
parallel series: 'The brim of my hat is wider than yours'.
For this there is some justification: an ugly string of words is
avoided, and the missing word is easily supplied from the first
series; it has usually the effect, however, of attaching a preposi-
tion to the wrong noun:
I should be proud to lay an obligation upon my charmer to the
amount of half, nay, to the whole of my estate.—richardson.
There is as much of the pure gospel in their teachings as in any other
community of Christians in our land.
There cannot be the same reason for a prohibition of correspondence
with me, as there was of mine with Mr. Lovelace.—richardson.
Here the right preposition is retained.
A man holding such a responsible position as Minister of the United
States.—d. sladen.
2.	A preposition is sometimes left out, quite unwarrant-
ably, from a mistaken idea of euphony:

